OMEGA. ONE WEEK BEFORE THE COLLECTORS ATTACK THE NORMANDY AND KILL COMMANDER SHEPARD.

THE DARK HEART OF THE MOST INFAMOUS CITY IN KNOWN SPACE, AFTERLIFE IS THE PLAYGROUND OF THE WORST THE GALAXY HAS TO OFFER—AND HOME OF THEIR DE FACTO LEADER—

ARIA TLOAK.

MASS EFFECT
INCURSION

script MAC WALTERS
art EDUARDO FRANCISCO
colors MICHAEL ATYCH
letters MICHAEL HEISLER

MHO

BUT EVEN THE MOST RUTHLESS LEADERS HAVE LIMITS.

AND EVEN THE DARKEST PLACES CAN GET A LITTLE BIT DARKER.

THINK YOU'RE OVERREACTING, BOSS.
REPORTS ARE TELLING US IT'S JUST SOME BLUE RIN MEER. MAYBE SOME SLAVERS—NOTHING WE CAN'T HANDLE.

THE REPORTS ARE WRONG.

UH... YOU GOT NEW INTEL? WHAT'S GOING ON?

NOT SURE, BUT OMEGA'S MY STATION. I KNOW WHEN SOMETHING'S NOT RIGHT.

BESIDES, IT'S GOOD TO MAKE AN APPEARANCE EVERY NOW AND THEN—REMIND EVERYONE WHY I'M IN CHARGE.
YOU'VE GOT YOUR SPECIMENS. NOW HAND OVER THE PAYMENT.

DAMN.

COLLECTORS? WHAT ARE THE BLUE SUNS DOING WITH THEM?

CHANGE OF PLANS. NO ONE LEAVES HERE ALIVE.

WAIT FOR MY SIGNAL. WHEN I HIT THE FLOOR —
NobOdY screws with AriA!

NobOdY...


We lost one man. The Humans and Collectors are all dead. There's a couple sling still alive.

Finish off the Blue Sun.

After you find out everything they knew about this deal. I want to know why this happened.
It's done. Anything useful in the data I sent you?

Population totals.

What do you think it means?

It means the Collectors are after much more than a few slaves. And humanity has made a dangerous enemy.

Horizon: 843,178
Omega: 853,249
Citadel: 9,168,10
Eden Prime: 2,491,356
Terra Nova: 3,902,450
Earth: 41,490,225,108

The end.